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Here’s what the Elden Ring is all about: . In the limitless Lands Between, where everything is
possible, the Vandenreich, who live as gods on the earth, and the Elden, who dwell in the heavens,
rule the world. The Elden, who originated from the world of man, became the only species on this
planet in the land of the Vandenreich. The world of the Vandenreich is an immense continent, and
the Lands Between are its numerous islands. . The Elden is a race of mages that has developed a

number of rites in the course of its history. The highest of these are the rites of heroes, their blood,
and their power. The rites of heroes are a binding of the magic power of the Elden with human blood

and generate new magic by combining that blood with their own blood. . You will be a Tarnished
Summoner. You are a member of a special race of people. You are not born to inherit the rites of
heroes, but rather to use the rite to craft a new hero. Summoning will give you the ability to exert

your magic power, as well as the means to feel the current situation in the world. But in return, your
power will warp you. . You are called upon by the Elden King to wield the power of magic and be a
hero. You will take on the enemy that sets itself against humanity, and you will work to keep the

peace. It will be your task to save the people of the Lands Between. . (In the future, we’ll be
providing high-quality illustrations for the Tarnished, and the beasts and weapons you can equip.)

CONTENT - Multiplayer mode (cross-play with other platforms) - Single-player mode - Player Points -
Character creation - A number of quests (e.g., to raise your level of Tarnishing, to clear dungeons in

boss rush mode, or to win cards) - Battles with other players - Quests for achievements and
completion goals - Challenge Dungeon - Changes to the weekly system, so that various events occur
together with the game - In-game purchase with Gems, items, and more - Settings to change item

prices and monster hunting rates - Many items other than magic items - StreetPass uses to connect
with players - An invitation feature that enables you to share special contents

Elden Ring Features Key:
A vast World full of various dungeons and quests. As you travel, the various characters that
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accompany you will share stories with you.
A charming and colorful world that is full of adventure and excitement.

A multitude of characters to develop and deepen friendships with.
A world where the as-yet-uncreated stories of the Lands Between dramatically intertwine.

Where the first-class online game and the offline RPG collide.
A life-like online game that feels like in a world made for the audience who provides feedback to the

creators.
As you travel through the world, you not only meet a variety of characters, but you will also receive

new items in the course of your quest.
The story of the Lands Between is continued through in-game events and a closed yet suspenseful

episode, where a new character grows over an epic confrontation.

From KIRITAMA'S PROMOTION VIDEO:

  

Launched on June 11, Tarnished is 100% FREE to PLAY. The best Tarnished service in free-to-play games.
But what is "free-to-play"? Tarnished is a service that delivers the most of the "service fee" in Japan. (The
most beautiful and joyful worlds are the most expensive in free-to-play.) Your transactions pay for the part
of the service fee that bears the risk.
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